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Political Culture
1975

for introductory and intermediate undergraduate courses in political science

Reinventing Political Culture
2013-05-09

the way people think and act politically is not set in stone people can and do change
the fundamental cultural contours of their political situation their political culture
does not only restrict imagination and action it is also a resource for political
creativity and invention in reinventing political culture this resource is uncovered
and explored analyzed as a tension between the power of culture and the culture of
power the concept of political culture is reinvented and applied to understanding the
practice of people transforming their own political culture in very different
circumstances three instances of such reinvention are closely examined one historic
during the twilight of the soviet empire one actively in process and actively opposed
the obama revolution and one an apparent distant dream the power of culture and the
culture of power that would avoid the clash of civilizations in the middle east in
accessible and engaging prose goldfarb clearly and forcefully presents students and
scholars of sociology comparative politics and cultural studies with an original
position on political culture showing how the political cultures of our times pose not
only grave dangers but also opportunities for creative alternatives

Political Culture and the Making of Modern Nation-States
2015-11-17

this book focuses on transformations of political culture from times past to future
present it defines the meaning of political culture and explores the cultural values
and institutions of kinship communities and dynastic intermediaries including chiefdoms
and early states it systematically examines the rise and gradual universalization of
modern sovereign nation states contemporary debates concerning nationality nationalism
citizenship and hyphenated identities are engaged the authors recount the making of
political culture in the american nation state and look at the processes of internal
colonialism in the american experience examining how major ethnic sectarian racial and
other distinctions arose and congealed into social and cultural categories the book
concludes with a study of the holocaust genocide crimes against humanity and the
political cultures of violation in post colonial rwanda and in racialized ethno
political conflicts in various parts of the world struggles over legitimacy in nation
building and state building are at the heart of this new take on the important role of
political culture

The Civic Culture
2015-12-08

the authors interviewed over 5 000 citizens in germany italy mexico great britain and
the u s to learn political attitudes in modem democratic states originally published in
1963 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again
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make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of
princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the
goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905

Administered Politics
1980-01-31

several years ago freshly returned from a year in stockholm but deeply en meshed in the
american malaise of the late 1960 s i sketched out an image of swedish policy making
that defined a generalized policy making role and sought to relate that role to both
citizen attitudes and the elite political culture 1 in sweden although that sketch
seems to have been taken seriously by other foreigners i think it is fair to say that
the principal reaction of my swedish friends and colleagues was amusement when i later
1970 71 returned for another year in stockholm i found myself being introduced at
parties as the man who had written that marvelously out of date sketch of how swedish
politics used to work hah hah or i would be referred to as the american who like
marquis childs some years earlier believed our propaganda by 1970 71 of course the
swedish political environment had become more boisterous than it had been in 1967 68
indeed during the course of that year my amused colleagues found themselves enmeshed in
a strike action against the government that was part of an emotional series of such
actions that some observers thought would bring most public services to a halt if my
earlier portrait had been influenced too much they thought by the american malaise in
which i was implicated so must their later reaction to my portrait have been influenced
too much i thought by the swedish turmoil of 1970 and 1971

Political Culture in East Central Europe
1996

volume 5 in the studies in political development series originally published in 1965
the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make
available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the
princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905

Political Culture and Political Development
2015-12-08

explores the cultural and political significance of the election of president
trumpdonald j trump s presidency has delivered a seismic shock to the american
political system its public sphere and to our political culture worldwide written by
leading scholars across a range of disciplines as well as professionals in the field of
political journalism this collection of essays offers a deeper understanding of trump
and the impact that his rise to power has had both domestically and worldwide the first
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section provides varied perspectives on the realignments of political culture in the
united states that signify a paradigm shift a radical disruption of fundamental beliefs
and values about the political process and national identity the second section of the
book focuses on us foreign policy and diplomacy taking stock of how the trump
presidency has disturbed the international system and us primacy within it the third
section of the book addresses the dynamics and consequences of what has come to be
called e post truth e politics where conviction surpasses facts and the norms of
political communication have been profoundly disrupted liam kennedy is professor of
american studies and director of the clinton institute for american studies at
university college dublin

Trump's America
2020-09-09

the trump presidency alone is a topic of considerable public discussion and debate yet
donald trump signals much more than the behavior of a single person he is a symptom and
not the sole cause a greater malaise gripping the republic albert p melone argues that
the trump phenomenon is an instance of the rise of mass society and the decline of
pluralist democracy he points out that yesteryear s madisonian pluralist paradigm of
democracy no longer aptly describes and explains the american political world as it now
exists by substituting the conceptual framework of mass society for the pluralism model
the author points the way to a more powerful and convincing explanation of the trump
phenomenon

Political Culture and the Making of Modern Nation-states
2014

aspects of political culture i e concerns with the subjective dimension of politics
including dominant political orientations perceptions and interpretations always have
been particularly relevant with regard to the case of germany and its great variety of
political regimes during the last century this is true both with regard to political
science and practical politics this volume provides a comprehensive overview concerning
the major historical legacies regional and sub cultural variations and current problems
of democratic orientations national identity and relationships to the outside world

American Political Culture
2015

this all encompassing encyclopedia provides a broad perspective on u s politics culture
and society but also goes beyond the facts to consider the myths ideals and values that
help shape and define the nation demonstrating that political culture is equally rooted
in public events internal debates and historical experiences this unique three volume
encyclopedia examines an exceptionally broad range of factors shaping modern american
politics including popular belief political action and the institutions of power and
authority readers will see how political culture is shaped by the attitudes opinions
and behaviors of americans and how it affects those things in return the set also
addresses the issue of american exceptionalism and examines the nation s place in the
world both historically and in the 21st century essays cover pressing matters like
congressional gridlock energy policy abortion politics campaign finance supreme court
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rulings immigration crime and punishment and globalization social and cultural issues
such as religion war inequality and privacy rights are discussed as well perhaps most
intriguingly the encyclopedia surveys the fierce ongoing debate between different
political camps over the nation s historical development its present identity and its
future course by exploring both fact and mythology the work will enable students to
form a broad yet nuanced understanding of the full range of forces and issues affecting
and affected by the political process

Political Culture in the Age of Trump
2020-08-03

the authors explore the complex and reciprocal interactions between a society s
dominant beliefs values and attitudes about politics and the nature of its political
system

Political Culture in Germany
1993

the new political culture which began to take shape in the 1970s continues to challenge
many assumptions of traditional politics especially on issues of environmentalism
growth management gay rights and abortion concerned mostly with home consumption and
lifestyle the new politics emerges fully in cities with more highly educated citizens
higher incomes and more high tech service occupations leadership does not come from
parties unions or ethnic groups but rather shifts from issue to issue leaders on
abortion are distinct from leaders on environmental issues based on data gathered by
the fiscal austerity and urban innovation project the most extensive study of local
government in the world to date this book provides an explicit analysis of the social
structural characteristics that encourage or discourage the new political culture

American Political Culture [3 volumes]
2015-04-28

east asia is one of the most dynamic areas of political change in the world today what
role do citizens play in these processes of change drawing upon a unique set of
coordinated public opinion surveys conducted by the world values survey this book
provides a dramatically new image of the political cultures of east asia most east
asian citizens have strong democratic aspirations even in still autocratic nations most
east asians support liberal market reforms even in nationswhere state socialism has
been dominant the books findings thus provide a new perspective on the political values
of asian publics we demonstrate that the dramatic socioeconomic changes of the past
several decades have transformed public opinion altering many of the social norms
traditionallyidentified with asian values and creating public support for further
political and economic modernization of the region political culture in east asia is
not an impediment to change but creates the potential for even greater democratization
and marketization comparative politics is a series for students and teachers of
political science that deals with contemporary government and politics the general
editors are max kaase professor of political science vice president and dean school of
humanities and social science international university bremen germany and kenneth
newton professor of comparative politics university of southampton the series is
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produced in association with the european consortium for political research

˜Theœ transformation of political culture in Cuba
1972

demonstrating that political culture is equally rooted in public events internal
debates and historical experiences this unique encyclopedia examines an exceptionally
broad range of factors shaping modern american politics including popular belief
political action and the institutions of power and authority readers will see how
political culture is shaped by the attitudes opinions and behaviors of americans and
how it affects those things in return

Political Culture and Democracy in Developing Countries
2022

this work introduces readers to politics by exploring the cultural foundations of
american political ideals and understandings the basic values of america s liberal
political inheritance are discussed in order to identify the common political vision
that unites the country and forms a common polity special emphasis in given to the way
american political ideals inform the institutional commitments characteristic of
american politics and to the spirit of social justice that flows from the american
concern for equal freedom

Facets of Power and Its Limitations
1998

although political culture is not the sole explanatory factor in the development of us
policy toward israel it has played a key role in serving to shape and define the
american approach to foreign affairs this book explains the american commitment to
israel within a framework of political culture

The New Political Culture
1998-10-06

developing a theory of political culture as consisting of two dimensions discourse and
practice the book explains how political culture can both inhibit political change and
be a source of it it explores the nature and dynamics of political culture
systematically and comprehensively and suggests numerous new lines of empirical
research

Politics and Generations
1996

this all encompassing encyclopedia provides a broad perspective on u s politics culture
and society but also goes beyond the facts to consider the myths ideals and values that
help shape and define the nation
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Citizens, Democracy, and Markets Around the Pacific Rim
2006-11-02

democracy and political culture attempts to give a total picture of the political
social culture of great britain in the 20th century it is a study of british democracy
and asks the question what does it mean to describe britain as a democratic society

American Political Culture
2015

english political culture in the fifteenth century is a new and original study of how
politics worked in late medieval england throwing new light on a much discussed period
in english history michael hicks explores the standards values and principles that
motivated contemporary politicians and the aspirations and interests of both dukes and
peasants alike hicks argues that the wars of the roses did not result from fundamental
weaknesses in the political system but from the collision of exceptional circumstances
that quickly passed away overall he shows that the era was one of stability and harmony
and that there were effective mechanisms for keeping the peace structure and
continuities hicks argues were more prominent than change

Polity
2007

analysing data on eighteen countries this book systematically and comparatively
evaluates norms attitudes and opinions concerning democracy and its consolidation and
presents readers with a pan latin american examination of the region s contemporary
political culture

US Policy Toward Israel
2006

compares stability and change in the political culture of the relatively new asian
democracy japan and the much older western democracy britain by analysing long term
trends and recent changes in political attitudes the authors seek to provide a unique
perspective on these two island cultures

The Theory of Political Culture
2013

politicians and pundits often scorn polarization and compromise the intransigence of
the former and the feebleness of the latter without suggesting an alternative way
polarization when opposing forces are equal or close to equal in strength leads to
stalemate compromise threatens to betray one s conviction about what is essential
ideally a leader must combine conviction about what ought to be done with an open
minded awareness of unintended consequences the social sciences are or should be based
largely on the premise that people are historical and social beings holding the center
follows this tradition while focusing on the trimming aspect in nautical terms trimming
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indicates an adjustment of one s vessel to accommodate one s environment in politics it
is to find common ground between extremes not for the sake of compromise but because
reason does not have a single location on the political spectrum the twelve chapters in
this book are brought together by goodheart s argument that the whig trimming tradition
is the heart and soul of politics in the west and that both democracy and democratic
culture depend upon the trimming tradition s advocacy of toleration what is needed now
he notes is a transformation in our political culture in which humility and the
admission of error enter the list of political virtues non parliamentary democracy with
its separation of powers depends for its proper functioning on compromise especially in
a time like ours of crisis and divided government

Political Culture and Political Development
1969

is there an american culture certainly says james morone americans are fighting over it
now they have been fighting over it since the first puritan stepped ashore americans
hate government no national health insurance and call for more of it lock em up they
prize democracy power to the people and scramble to restrict it the electoral college
in the 21st century they celebrate opportunity but only for some don t let those people
in americans proclaim liberty then wrestle over which kind positive freedom from want
or negative no new taxes in this volume morone offers his own answer to the conundrum
of american political culture it is a perpetual work in progress immigrants arrive
excluded groups demand power and each generation injects new ethnicities races
religions ideas foods entertainments sins and body types into the national mix the
challengers the devils we know keep inventing new answers to the nation s fundamental
question who are we each essay in the devils we know takes up a different aspect of the
creative conflicts that shape america ranging from huck finn to obamacare morone
explores the ways in which culture interacts with other forces most notably the rules
and organizations that channel collective choices the battle to define the nation s
political culture spills over into every area of american life but three are especially
important democracy economics and morals each in turn complicated by race race race
written over 25 years these essays constitute a closely observed and deeply thoughtful
vision of what america is its ideas images rules institutions and culture clashes
together they explain just why america is the way it is and what it might become

American Political Culture: F-O
2015

how can you assess the effects of existing government policies on families are there
ways to predict the effects of future policies upon the family challenging the view
that governmental social programs have been detrimental to family life zimmerman
provides empirical evidence to show that attitudes toward the governments role in
relation to families are associated with the political cultures of different states she
also illustrates the relationship between states political cultures and the kinds of
family policies states enact important guidelines are suggested to aid in the
development of a policy agenda that will enhance the well being of individuals and
families regardless of where they live family policies and family well being examines
findings from several independent but related undertakings including a survey of family
professionals living in states with different political cultures an analysis of family
legislation enacted by three states with different political cultures and an
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examination of the relationships between states policy approaches to families and
individual and family well being and the role of political culture exercises are
provided to encourage the reader to carefully scrutinize the main issues exploring the
connections between family policies individual and family well being and political
culture this volume is important reading for professionals and students in social work
political science public policy family studies and public administration timely thought
provoking well organized and clearly written in an engaging and upbeat style the
strength of the book lies in its versatility it can be used in both undergraduate and
graduate courses in politics policy and research methods it can also serve as a model
or certainly as point of reference for both novice and experienced researchers each
chapter ends with a series of questions and exercises and the appendixes include a
glossary of terms always a good idea a chart of all 50 states categorized according to
their respective political cultures and a ready made survey for anyone wishing to
replicate zimmerman s study family relations this important book follows earlier work
by the author who is increasingly recognized as an expert in family policy it is highly
recommended for professionals and scholars in the family field and for upperclass and
graduate students among its assets are the exercises at the end of each chapter which
encourage careful scrutiny of the issues raised journal of marriage and the family
zimmerman is highly qualified to assess the subject of family policies and family well
being her ambitious study defines family policies as everything governments do that
affect families zimmerman examines explicit and implicit policies intentional and
unintentional consequences direct and indirect effects and manifest and latent family
effects zimmerman explores the relationship between political culture and marital ties
teenage births poverty suicide rates and welfare expenditures at a state level the
writing style is easy to read there is a list of references and a glossary of terms
used in the text advanced undergraduates choice the strength of this book lies in its
versatility it can be used in both undergraduate and undergraduate courses in politics
policy and research methods it can also serve as a model or certainly as point of
reference for both novice and experienced researchers each chapter ends with a series
of questions and exercises and the appendices include a glossary of terms always a good
idea a chart of all 50 states categorized according to their respective political
cultures and a ready made survey for anyone wishing to replicate zimmerman s study
family relations the book will be most useful for readers interested in the connection
between government and its family policies and programs zimmerman makes the book
appealing by including a glossary of terms and numerous tables using current examples
providing relevant exercises writing the book in first person and explaining how the
book can be used to understand the political culture of one s own community canadian
home economics journal

Democracy and Political Culture
2019

this all encompassing encyclopedia provides a broad perspective on u s politics culture
and society but also goes beyond the facts to consider the myths ideals and values that
help shape and define the nation

Germany Transformed
1981

east asia is one of the most dynamic areas of political change in the world what role
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do citizens play in these processes of change drawing upon a set of coordinated public
opinion surveys conducted by the world values survey this book provides an image of the
political cultures of east asia

English Political Culture in the Fifteenth Century
2003-09-02

this is new edition contains a comprehensive study of the subject with the latest
thinking by the political scientists of thw world today

Latin American Political Culture
2014-11-10

abstract

Party Government and Political Culture in Western Germany
1982

Political Culture in Contemporary Europe
1981

Politics East and West
1992

The Concept of Political Culture
1993-01-01

Holding the Center
2017-10-06

The Devils We Know
2015-08-07

Family Policies and Family Well-Being
1992-07-20
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American Political Culture: P-Z
2015

Citizens, Democracy, and Markets Around the Pacific Rim
2023

Political Theory
2006

Explaining Politics
2008
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